Geography Curriculum Overview 2019-2020
Yr
5

Stormbreaker
The UK and local area
London, Brecon Beacons,
Cornwall, 4 countries,
Salisbury and neighbouring
counties
Physical Themes:
Mountains- Brecon
Beacons/climate
Map and Atlas Work Large
scale maps. Locating hills
and mountains of UK, recap
rivers and main cities
Drawing plan map, with grid
references, symbols and
key
Grid references and
compass points

Get off my land!
The UK and local Area
World and Continents
Scandinavia, Netherlands
and Germany. Locating
where the Anglo Saxons
and Vikings came from and
where they settled. Landuse
linked to natural resources
Map and Atlas Work
Large scale map of Europe
and Britain. Locating
countries and labelling on
European map.

Exploring South America
World and Continents
Describe physical and
human characteristics of
S.America. Cities, Atacama
Desert, Amazon rainforest,
Amazon River, Andes
mountains
Human themes: What life
is like in cities compare
d to villages in Brazil.
Physical themes: How are
Andes mountains formed?
Locating places in relation
to equator and tropics and
the resulting climate.
Map and Atlas work
Large scale maps. Locate
countries, cities, rivers and
mountains in S. America.
Locate equator and tropics.
Use photos and google
earth.

Amazon Rainforest
World and Continents
South America and Amazon
Rainforest
Latitude and longitude
Physical themes:
Rainforest biome, climate,
resources, animals and
plants
Human Themes: Use of
resources. Deforestation
Understand how the biome
is under threat.
Map and Atlas work
Use large scale maps.
Locate the Rainforest and
the countries it is in. Use
photos and google earth.

Wellbeing
The UK and local Area
Looking at greenspaces in
Salisbury.
Map and Atlas Work
Using digimaps and OS
Following routes. Using
photographs of places and
linking to maps. Compass
points
Fieldwork
How can we encourage
people to use green
spaces? Survey of seating
etc. Sketching, taking
photos, questionnaires

Ancient Greece
World and continents
Europe
Where is Greece in
Europe?
Physical Themes: Mount
Olympus- Comparison with
other mountains studied in
the year.
Map and Atlas work
Locate Greece, cities and
Mt Olympus

Y6

Africa is not a country
World and Continents
Benin and Nigeria,
hemispheres, equator,
tropics, longitude, latitude
Human themes: What life
is like in Nigeria, cities and
villages trade links, land
use. How has land use
changed?
Physical themes:
climate, rivers, water as a
resources- Interaction
between physical and
human
Map and Atlas work
Large scale maps. Locate
countries, cities, rivers, Use
photos and google earth.

WW2
UK and Local Area
South coast counties, D-day beaches and Battle of Britain,
in Kent
Evacuation areas
World and Continents
Locate European countries, allies in war
Map and Atlas Skills
Large scale maps and OS maps for Osmington
Grid references and OS map symbols

We’ve created a monster
UK and local area:
Locate London
World and Continents
Europe, Switzerland,
Antartica. Hemispheres and
polar region climates.

SATS

In the Wild, Wild West
World and Continents
Describe physical and
human characteristics of N.
America. Texas, longitude,
latitude, time zones
Physical themes Climate,
biomes and animals that
live there
Human themes: Places to
visit, cities
Map and Atlas work- large
scale maps, google earth,
photos of villages, towns
and cities

Link to YR6 Week away: Osmington Bay (Dorset, UK):
Physical and human features

Map and Atlas Work
Large scale maps, follow
route in journey

